nextec Intelligence™ is an exclusive array of design advancements, technologies and user functionalities that take pump performance to unprecedented levels. Intelligent Tones™ inform when attention is needed. A variable speed motor automatically adjusts for peak performance with improved suction lift. More compact, lighter, and less amp draw—it sets a new standard for efficiency.

THE FUTURE OF FUEL TRANSFER IS HERE
**features & benefits**

- **Continuous duty** - Transfer fuel all day
- **12 to 24V DC** - Accepts a range of DC Power
- **Intelligent Tones** - Indicate where attention is needed
- **Lower amp draw** - Save battery power and pump life
- **Lighter** - Great for mobile tanks, even aluminum
- **Auto power down** - After 20 minutes of inactivity
- **Magnetic switch** - Smooth and field replaceable
- **Removable power cord** - Convenient and safe
- **Improved suction lift** - Variable speed motor adjusts to load

*Rated continuous duty for fuel transfer*